OVERVIEW

We are a manufacturer and seller of sporting and recreational goods. We are looking for someone proficient in Photoshop and Web design.

Roles and Responsibilities
Looking for ambitious and bright candidates to work with graphic designing and Web design. Task will include working with shopify Web stores, designing marketing graphics, product photo editing, and other graphic and Web design solutions.

Education and Qualifications
Applicants need to be proficient with Photoshop, computer skills, and Web design.

Preferred Skills
Prefer creative and open minded individuals. Typography and knowledge of the English language is a must. Design software (Photoshop, illustrator, indesign, etc.) Multimedia design software proficiency required (acrobat, etc.) Knowledge of color theory is a must. Proficiency in Microsoft Word and Excel is a plus.

How to Apply
Please send resumé and applications to our email address, ddisports@hotmail.com